Deformation mechanisms in nature and experiment

Since the late 1960s, there have been many studies on the deformation mechanisms and microfabric of rocks. Many important studies on rock deformation had been carried out before this time, but the identification of dislocations and dynamic recrystallization in deformed rocks was the start for an ever increasing interest in deformation processes in rocks. The 1970s and early 1980s, in particular, were a revolutionary period during which earth scientists were catching up with the knowledge accumulated in the metallurgical and materials science literature. This has led to the widespread application of laboratory results and microfabric analyses to field-oriented and/or large scale tectonic studies. Consequently, the work of experimentalists started to strongly influence structural geology, and the dialogue between experimentalists and field geologists was excellent. Both communities met on a regular basis in a series of informal conferences held in two-year-intervals ever since the first meeting in 1979, which was organized by the famous Leiden school (now at Utrecht).

During the past ten years, progress in both experimental and field studies has been substantial. However, as the subjects became increasingly more complex, the dialogue between experimentalists and structural geologists became more difficult. Many geologists focussed on field-oriented applications in structural geology, while laboratory people concentrated on deforming increasingly pure or even synthetic starting materials since they considered ordinary rocks to be too complex and too ‘dirty’ to be rigorously studied in the lab. Nevertheless, interest in process-oriented studies of natural rock deformation has never really stopped.

At present, a closer look at microstructural features studied and described ten to twenty years ago reveals that many processes and mechanisms, which appeared to be clearly resolved in naturally deformed rocks, are indeed rather poorly understood in detail. A great deal of our knowledge about deformation mechanisms of rocks originates from the engineering material sciences or from a comparison of natural microstructures with those obtained in engineering materials, most notably in metals. However, as we investigate microstructures and deformation processes in more detail, the differences between metals and earth materials pose more and more restrictions on the direct applicability of materials science results to the study of deformed rocks. Consequently, earth materials science has become a field of research in its own right.

Another difference between engineering materials research and earth materials science is the ultimate goal of the application or, rather, the perspective of the research: for engineering applications, the goal is to control and modify processes to manufacture materials with special properties, whereas earth scientists are interested in understanding or reconstructing the processes and conditions involved in the ‘production’ of the structures and microstructures of rocks. In order to successfully understand these processes, earth materials scientists have to combine results from observational studies on naturally deformed rocks with theoretical and experimental studies to infer deformation mechanisms or processes of microstructural evolution, and to apply these results to the study of the formation of the deformed rocks that we find in nature. All of these aspects cover a wide range of investigations and methods of study. Considering the complex nature of the geological objects of our research, it becomes obvious that the range of such studies is usually too wide to be covered in depth by individuals.

This situation makes it desirable and necessary to
have conferences devoted to earth materials science in the sense described above, to exchange ideas and to get an update on recent developments. We wanted to create a forum where field geologists could get information on the state of the art of experimental and theoretical studies, and where theoreticians as well as experimentalists could debate the problems and questions posed by natural geologic structures. The discussions between researchers in these different fields are important for the mutual recognition of common interests and discrepancies, and for the identification of first-order-problems for future research. It was the main goal of the Basel ‘Conference on deformation mechanisms in naturally and experimentally deformed rocks’ to foster this kind of discussion between researchers in the different disciplines. This volume, consisting of 17 papers, covers a range of topics presented at the meeting and represents an overview — although certainly not a complete one — of the present activities in the field of deformation studies on rocks.

The grouping of the contributions into the three main topics probably reflects the main research activities in the field of deformation studies today. Texture analysis has received a new impetus and direction from the development of electron backscatter diffraction techniques. Consequently, most of the texture studies in this volume have used this new technology. Almost all studies employ imaging techniques in order to combine crystal orientation data with microstructural information. This combination of data sets, first used by Bruno Sander in the 1940s (the so-called ‘Achsenverteilungsanalyse’), now referred to as orientation imaging, allows one to infer the mechanisms that lead to the formation of preferred orientations and to recrystallization.

Modelling, especially numerical modelling, has become widespread and far more refined than earlier attempts due to the readily available computer power nowadays. Also, the use of analogue materials, including transparent quasi-crystalline substances, has greatly stimulated our thinking about the deformation processes and their mutual interactions. The power of numerical and analogue modelling is that they permit us to watch the often complex development of deformational structures, microstructures or textures, and to assess their dependence on intrinsic parameters and boundary conditions.

The third section illustrates that microstructures are among the most important tools for the analysis of deformation mechanisms. This field, which is complemented by the studies of reactions and chemical effects on deformation, is the one where experimental studies can make the greatest progress, and where the immediate application of experimental results to field studies is possible. The variety of papers in this section illustrates the widespread activities and strong interest in this field. We hope that the combined interest of field and laboratory scientists in all these fields continues and grows in the future!
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